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A driven leader with 11+ years of experience that has exhibited competency around 
Financial Analysis & Reporting, Operations &amp; Continuous Improvement while 
managing in the banking and manufacturing industry.

EXPERIENCE

Production Control Analyst
Hostess Brands Llc - AUGUST 2010 – PRESENT

 Complied data determining the cost of business activities while 
driving the initiative of reducing plant waste working diligently with 8 
supervisors in turn helped reduce plant waste by 32%.

 Developed a production control system visually displaying daily 
metrics which allows over 400 employees to work with management 
while improving our outputs increasing monthly produced cases by 
44%.

 Assisted employees with hardware and software issues both in person
and remotely.

 Created sops for the management team assisting them with reporting
production in sap to ensure more efficient production runs.

 Answered customer inquiries received via telephone, emails, or 
through manage engine applications ticketing system.

 Develop standard procedures to optimize workflow while supporting 
mrp processes by making sure sap standards are in line with our 
routing standards and bom usage improving efficiency of the plant 
from 89% to 98%.

 Evaluate issues, analyze root causes and derive solutions while 
recommending improvements to maintain production integrity, 
consistency and quality.

Lead Operations Specialist 
Jp Morgan Chase - AUGUST 2007 – JULY 2010

 Complied data determining the cost of business activities while 
driving the initiative of reducing plant waste working diligently with 8 
supervisors in turn helped reduce plant waste by 32%.

 Developed a production control system visually displaying daily 
metrics which allows over 400 employees to work with management 
while improving our outputs increasing monthly produced cases by 
44%.

 Assisted employees with hardware and software issues both in person
and remotely.

 Created sops for the management team assisting them with reporting
production in sap to ensure more efficient production runs.
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 Answered customer inquiries received via telephone, emails, or 
through manage engine applications ticketing system.

 Develop standard procedures to optimize workflow while supporting 
mrp processes by making sure sap standards are in line with our 
routing standards and bom usage improving efficiency of the plant 
from 89% to 98%.

 Evaluate issues, analyze root causes and derive solutions while 
recommending improvements to maintain production integrity, 
consistency and quality.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Science in Accounting - February 2009(Robert Morris 
University  - Chicago, IL )

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, SAP, Inventory Management, Financial Analysis
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